To be truly radical is to make hope possible, rather than despair convincing - Raymond Williams
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Branch Secretary’s Report by Bob Carnegie
THIS WEEK HAS seen the Branch involved in a protest
outside BHP’s office in Brisbane and Home Affairs
Minister, Peter Dutton’s electoral office. Some 60
members were protesting on BHP’s sacking of 80 crew
members off the MV Mariloula and MV Lowlands
Brilliance and being replaced by developing world
seafarers, some of whom earn less than $4 per hour.
Jim Given, President of the SIU in Canada, Assistant
National Secretary and Warren Smith were in attendance
and both spoke eloquently.
IDC Work - As a joint Zone Co-Ordinator of the
Oceania Zone, I am very proud to be able to commit to
this wonderful organisation and grateful for the capacity
to do it.
On Tuesday this week, the IDC and an affiliate, the
ILA (East Coast Longshoremen’s Union), played the
absolutely critical role in getting a long lasting dispute in
Swedish ports fixed and a Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA) signed. The mighty Maersk
Corporation, the largest integrated shipping and container
operator in the world, were brought to heel by the
magnificent international solidarity of the ILA, SDU and
coordinated by the IDC. It was international solidarity at
its best!

DP World in Brisbane has voted very strongly on support
of protected industrial action. This sends a strong
message to the employer.
As was reported last week (whilst on leave) the Branch
has had a significant victory with the Brisbane Ferries.
As the Branch Secretary, I congratulate the union
members, the delegates and Deputy Secretary, Jason
Miners for their fine work in getting a good Agreement.
The Branch has also been supporting the Deebing Creek
battle.
Assistant Secretary, Paul Petersen has been doing a
terrific job in supporting this struggle.
I was in Gladstone this week and met with delegates
from the tugs and Sealink. Two good meetings were held
and once again, I was hugely impressed by our delegates.

Deebing Creek

Swedish Docker Victory
FANTASTIC NEWS! SWEDISH Dockers have achieved
a huge victory against Maersk and all Swedish Port
operators bringing to an end a battle of over 2 years.
Magnificent support and leadership from the IDC and
particularly from Jordi , the IDC General Coordinator and
a great friend of our Branch. The support from Harold
and Dennis Daggett and from the ILA as a whole was
critical to achieving this magnificent result. Well done to
all involved. International Working Class Solidarity at its
best . Huge congratulations to the SDU a rank and file
fighting union.
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Superman: Investment Misinformation
IT’S EASY TO get caught up in media
hype, but often that’s all it is, HYPE!
Let’s face it, good news stories don’t
make the headlines.
Maritime Super goes to great effort to
provide members with educational
resources and access to investment
advice through their financial planning
team to help members make informed decisions about
their super and financial future. In this issue, we’d like to
point out some facts that get missed when telling a good
yarn!
Under-performance? … look a little closer
Under-performance has been pinned on a number of
super funds in the industry, and much of this is politically
motivated. Often the media cites poor investment
performance in a given survey, however the industry
regulators assessment is much wider than just investment
performance – it covers overall member outcomes and
benefits like insurance, financial advice and education,
product range, and so on.
Unfortunately, recently Maritime Super’s performance
has come into question following inaccurate presentation
in some investment surveys that focus on short term
earnings results on selected investment options.
To be clear, under-performance is NOT:
• below the median performance; not even the
bottom 25%
• assessed over short periods of time
• assessed only in relation to investment returns
Claims on under-performance with respect to Maritime
Super are blatant misinformation. In fact, Maritime
Super’s performance has typically been around the
median or slightly above as expected over the long term,
and consistently pretty good.
Investment surveys … take it with a grain of salt
You need to be careful with survey comparisons as they
don’t always compare apples with apples, and even
results across different surveys differ. Some investment
surveys vary the classifications of growth and defensive
assets placing funds in misleading categories and
comparisons, significantly distorting results. When a ‘like
with like’ comparison is made, Maritime Super fund's
returns are generally very close to, or outperform, the
median funds.
There are several investment surveys in the super
industry, three of which are commonly referenced;
SuperRatings, Rainmaker and Chant West – and
Maritime Super’s performance is generally very good
across these surveys.
SuperRatings, the leading industry survey, ranked
Maritime Super’s Growth Option (which holds 40% of
members’ money) in the top 25% of super funds for 1
and 3 year returns for the 2017/18 financial year. Also in
2018, the Fund’s Moderate option was a finalist for ‘Best

MySuper Performance – Risk Weighted’ in the
Rainmaker Selecting Super Awards.
Learn more
Maritime Super offers a depth of resources from general
information right through to personal financial advice.
You can access a detailed investment supplement,
investment fact sheets, investing your super video, and a
range of other resources online in the Investments section
of the website.
If you have any questions on investment returns or you’re
not comfortable choosing an investment option, you can
call Maritime Super on 1800 757 607 to:
• Get general information on investments with
Member Services
• Receive free phone advice from a financial
planner
• Meet with Maritime Super’s financial planner
David Zaloudek in Queensland for more detailed
personal advice – contact David on 0488 072 369
or davidz@maritimesuper.com.au
Maritime Super is a ‘profit to members’ industry super
fund that has carefully and successfully managed
superannuation and retirement incomes of members for
51 years.

Amazon Took Over the $176 Billion Market for
Cloud Computing. Now it's Using the Same
Playbook in Logistics
Source: https://www.businessinsider.com.au/amazon-logistics-network-edgeout-ups-fedex-2019-3?nojs=1

•

A number of industry experts say Amazon is
prepping to take on FedEx and UPS.
• Amazon says its network is used only to move
goods in-house to manage its quickly rising
shipping costs.
• But its network of ocean freight containers, trailers,
fulfillment centres, cargo planes, and more is so
large that not even Amazon could fill it, analysts
say.
• Amazon’s moves in logistics lines up with how it
launched Amazon Web Services, the company’s
cloud-computing solution, now the leader in a
$US176 billion market.
Amazon announced the day after Christmas that it
delivered an astounding 1 billion parcels over the holiday
season “for free.”
Yet the complicated logistics network that allows
Amazon to move goods – from factory to ship to loading
dock to train to truck to fulfillment center to van to your
doorstep – is anything but free.
Amazon’s worldwide shipping costs have grown
fifteenfold from 2009 to 2018. Net sales increased by
sevenfold in the same time.
“Amazon is doing everything possible to keep their
shipping expense low because it’s ballooning,” Marc
Wulfraat, the president and founder of supply-chain
consultancy MWPVL International, told Business
Insider.
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One strategy to keep shipping costs low, according to
Amazon CFO Brian Olsavsky, is moving more and more
of the company’s shipping in-house instead of relying on
third parties such as UPS, FedEx, or USPS. He said on a
recent investor call that Amazon can move its own
packages more accurately and more cheaply.
It’s becoming clearer than ever that Amazon is
developing a 3rd-party logistics service to edge out
FedEx and UPS now that Stamps.com has dumped USPS
“We have great third-party partners as well in the
transportation space,” Olsavsky said. “What we like
about our ability to participate in transportation is that a
lot of times we can do it at the same costs or better and
we like the cost profile of it, too.”

“Even Amazon, as big as they are and growing as fast as
they are, will not be able to fill up this network on day
one,” he added. “So similar to what they did with AWS,
we think it’s very logical for them to improve the
utilization of their network and lower their own costs by
opening up to third parties.”

Peter Wynn Thompson/AP Images for Amazon; Yutong Yuan/Business
InsiderAmazon also relies on UPS, USPS, FedEx, and other delivery
partners.

But numerous industry experts point to another
motivation for Amazon’s sudden build-up of branded
Amazon planes, trucks, and delivery vans, as well as its
ever-expanding network of fulfillment centres.
Rather than simply looking to shrink its shipping cost,
they told Business Insider that Amazon is adding yet
another business to its roster: shipping and delivery.
Amazon declared itself a transportation company in its
most recent SEC filing and is rolling out a third-party
shipping service for merchants on its site.
“The fact is that Amazon has always been a logistics
and supply-chain company,” Michael Zakkour, the vice
president of global digital commerce and new retail at
Tompkins International, told Business Insider. “The
greatest trick that Jeff Bezos ever pulled is allowing
people to believe that he wants to create the everything
store. Bezos has concentrated his investments around
logistics and technology.”
‘This is not a small network’
Morgan Stanley analyst Ravi Shanker said it’s clear that
Amazon is looking to break into third-party logistics by
looking at its quickly expanding network.
“In the last three years, Amazon has built a global endto-end logistics network that comprises of their own
internal last-mile network, their own trucks, their own
trains, their own planes, their own truck brokerage, and
their own air and ocean freight forwarding,” Shanker
said.

These moves are quick, too. Amazon’s air-cargo
network, which launched only in late 2015, already
consists of 40 Boeing 767s, with 10 more to deliver this
year and in 2020.
Morgan Stanley analysts said Amazon could scale to
100 planes by 2025. It services more than 20 domestic
locations, and three more Amazon Air gateways are
underway to launch this year in Ohio, Illinois, and Texas.
After three years of being in air cargo, Amazon already
has 760 cargo flights a week, according to Wulfraat.
“This is not a small network,” Shanker said. “We believe
that today Amazon can bring a box from China to my
door entirely on their own network if they wanted to.”

These moves don’t indicate that UPS or FedEx should be
fearful for their businesses anytime soon. Both offer
logistics services far beyond moving products from
factory to fulfillment center to doorstep.
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“We don’t make comments about other companies’
business strategies or decisions regarding UPS’s
services,” a UPS spokesperson said. “We are confident in
our strategies and believe there is tremendous opportunity
for continued business-to-business (B2B) and businessto-consumer (B2C) growth.”
UPS, for instance, provides logistics solutions for a
slew of industries: high-security defence, complicated
automotive manufacturing, and healthcare – even
processes like liquid-nitrogen dry-vapour shipping of
medicine.
Amazon’s moves in logistics lines up with how it
launched Amazon Web Services, the company’s cloudcomputing solution, which is now the leader in a
$US175.8 billion market. “They’re copying the AWS
model for logistics and supply chain,” Ladd told Business
Insider.
It’s two different businesses,” Helane Becker, the
Cowen managing director and senior research analyst,
previously told Business Insider. “What FedEx and UPS
does is not the same thing that Amazon is doing.”
Read more:
UPS CEO David Abney has finally said he sees Amazon
as a competitor
Moreover, Amazon’s 50 planes – or even its potential for
up to 100 by 2025 – doesn’t quite stack up to the 550plus aircraft that UPS owns or leases or FedEx’s fleet of
678. And while the Seattle-based e-commerce giant has
760 flights a week, UPS has 16,100, according to a UPS
spokesperson.
And some analysts like Bernstein’s David Vernon
doubt that customers would want to use Amazon Air. He
wrote that airport to airport, Amazon Air is cheaper than
UPS or FedEx because of Amazon Air pilots’ lower
salaries. Yet FedEx and UPS are still more cost effective
door to door.
“It is reasonable to conclude that this service is neither
a replacement for a FedEx of UPS network nor is it a
viable commercial alternative for third party shippers,”
Vernon wrote in an analyst note in December.
Amazon did not provide a comment.
From cloud computing to logistics
While Amazon’s logistics offerings are still meager
compared to the massive global network that UPS and
FedEx have, former Amazon executive Brittain Ladd,
now an independent supply chain consultant, said it’s
clear that Amazon is indeed set on launching a third-party
logistics service.
“They’re copying the AWS model for logistics and
supply chain,” Ladd told Business Insider.
AWS began as an internal platform in 2002, and two
years later Amazon opened it to the public. It was
officially launched in 2006.
From those roots as an internal platform, AWS is now
larger than its four major competitors combined, even
though they’re deep-pocketed, established tech
companies including Microsoft, Google, Alibaba, and

IBM. It offers services from blockchain to satellites to
machine learning for customers like Kellogg’s, the
government of Singapore, and Spotify.
Read more:
Amazon Web Services is underpinning the technology at
a $US1 billion driverless trucking startup – and it shows
how Amazon wants to control its supply chain and cut its
$US28 billion yearly shipping bill
Amazon launched AWS as that industry was beginning to
explode. In FedEx and UPS, Amazon faces two mature
competitors that for now have far more in the way of
planes, trains, and automobiles, not to mention a
developed logistics offering that helps myriad industries
keep their goods secure, temperature-controlled, and
delivered in a timely manner.
But Ladd isn’t the only industry insider to see
similarities between Amazon’s logistics moves and its
AWS playbook. Morgan Stanley’s Shanker and
Stamps.com CEO Ken McBride, who told investors last
month that Amazon’s infant logistics network is better
than the 227-year-old US Postal Service, have said the
same.
“Amazon will only enter a category or acquire a business
that they know they can scale,” Ladd said. “When it
comes to residential delivery, when it comes to contract
commercial logistics, Amazon not only knows it can
enter those categories, but they scale those categories and
do a better job than UPS and FedEx can.”
** How long will it be before Amazon becomes a major
player in the world of container terminals? Bob Carnegie**

Iran: Free the Jailed Worker Activists!
ESMAIL BAKHSHI, A leader of the workers at the big
Haft Tappeh Sugar Cane complex in south west Iran, has
been in jail since 20 January. His family says he is ill and
not getting medical care. They fear for his life.

Sepideh Gholian, an activist and journalist who supported
the sugar cane workers in a long-running series of strikes
demanding unpaid wages and workers' control over the
enterprise, has also been jailed since 20 January.
Bakhshi and Gholian were jailed previously on 18
November last year, and released on 12 (Bakhshi) and 18
(Gholian) December. Several other Haft Tappeh workers
were also jailed for varying periods, as were over 40
steelworkers in dispute in Ahvaz, also in south-west Iran.
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Jail - and sometimes death in jail through ill-treatment
and lack of medical care - is a standard response of the
Iranian government to strikes and workers' protests.
The most famous case is that of Mansoor Ossanloo, a
Tehran bus workers' leader, who was eventually freed and
allowed to go into exile in 2013, after years of repeated
jail terms and mistreatment which cost him the sight of
one eye. Other notable worker activists like Shahrokh
Zamani have died in jail.
Iran is currently going through a new surge of worker
protests in the run-up to the Iranian New Year on 21
March, when new budgets and a new minimum wage are
set, and when workers are used to expecting a New Year's
bonus.
Many worker protests are about months of arrears of
unpaid wages, in an economic climate where food prices
are rising at over 50% a year.
Iranian school teachers staged a three-day sit-in strike
at the start of March. Their demands included the release
from jail of teachers jailed for their trade-union activity:
Mohammad Habibi, Esmail Abdi, Mahmoud Beheshti,
Ruhollah Mardani, Abdolreza Ghanbari, Mohammad
Sani and Bakhtiar Arefi.

Another Longshore Death
WITH GREAT REGRET, we have learned from a friend
in West Africa that a longshore worker at the Guinean
Capitol port of Conakry sustained fatal internal injuries
during discharge operations being conducted in a cargo
hold aboard M/V MELINA (see photo below) on 03
March 2019 (approximately 2.00pm local time).
From what we understand, a significantly large stow
consisting of 50 kg bags of sugar collapsed upon the
worker causing severe internal trauma. With some
difficulty, he was evacuated to a local hospital and was
operated on. He did not survive. Marine cargo handling
work at this facility is conducted by Bolloré (Africa)
Transport and Logistics.
From a national perspective, occupational safety &
health laws and regulations appear nearly non-existent at
Guinea, as this ILO profile suggests:
https://www.ilo.org/…/coun…/africa/guinea/lang-en/index.htm
We grieve with the friends, family and colleagues of
longshoreman Djibril Sylla, and hope that there will
come a time wherein national occupational safety &
health laws and regulations have their proper place in
Guinea and are observed assiduously.

Yet Another Docker Killed on the Job

WITH GREAT REGRET we understand that a
longshoreman (lasher) at the Trailer Bridge operation in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, was run over and killed by a
tractor-trailer combination aboard one of the multi-deck
barge operator’s vessels.
Book Review by Allan Gardiner
The Last of the Wine by Mary Renault
Of war and democracy
MARY RENAULT SET the standard
for historical novelists and this is one
of her masterpieces. The war of
Athens against Sparta is here seen
through the eyes of young Alexias, a
believable and sympathetic protagonist
who goes from being a student of
Socrates to become a defender of his
city and its democratic ideals.
The book provokes questions relevant to maritime
unionists. First, how can we protect democracy
from demagogues and mob mentality? In one scene,
Alexias votes in vain against the appalling decision by
the citizens to launch a genocidal revenge attack on a
whole city. He is challenged by one of his friends who
holds to Plato's view that government must be in the
hands of an expert elite. Doesn't this bad decision show
that democracy is wrong? Alexias replies that, just like
river stones, people's sharp-edged judgements can be
knocked off as they tumble together and learn from their
mistakes. It is true; living as democratic people means
learning wisdom and building a whole culture of
responsibility and freedom.
MUA members will also be interested in the vivid
scenes of sea warfare in the novel. Because of their ships,
the Greeks ranged all over the Mediterranean. In fact, it
was because it was the poor Athenian citizens who did
the war-winning labour of rowing the battle ships that
they were able to win their democratic rights in the first
place.
One more thing: Mary Renault was a lesbian woman
who was for some reason at her weakest as a writer in
presenting female characters. By contrast, she is able to
create vivid male characters who excel in both intellect
and action. And although the ancient Greeks produced
their share of boorish homophobic attitudes, they also had
an ideal of phases of homosexual love. This is presented
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by Renault in a way that heterosexual readers find
sympathetic and that generations of gay readers have
found empowering.

Cartoon Corner
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